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Recent experiments on leptonic decays of photoproduced vector mesons 1,2 

have clearly shown the decay p- a”a- but no evidence for o-1+1-. In this 

letter we examine this problem in detail and investigate the possible consequences 

for the electromagnetic properties of vector mesons in the context of the vector 

dominant e model (VDM) . 3 

Let us consider the photoproduction of p and w on a nucleus, followed by the 

decay into a lepton pair; the J-+1- mass spectrum in the p-o region can be written 

as follows : 
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where s is the asa- invariant squared-mass, t the invariant squared-momentum 

transfer to the nucleus (coherent production), Av(k, t) the photoproduction ampli- 

tude on the nucleon at a photon energy k, Fv(k, t) a nuclear “form factor” and 

Dv(s) the decay amplitude for V-1+1- . 

1. We calculate Fv(k, t) using an optical mode14; for a hard-sphere potential 

(constant nuclear density 6 inside a radius R) one has 
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This model has been applied to p photoproduction on nuclei5 and describes 

adequately both the A and t dependence; the fit to the A dependence gives aT(pp) 

N 30 mb at 3 GeV. a,(op) has not yet been measured and one notices that if 

oT(w p) is different from aT(pp) a phase $n appears between p and o nuclear 

amplitudes, coming from different absorptive parts in Fv(k, t); however, for 

20 mb < cr,(op) < 40 mb; 9, is always small, typically < 10’. 

2. Av(k,t) describes the photoproduction process on the nucleon; only the 

nuclear coherent part gives an important contribution (Pomeranchon, 2+ exchange); 

in particular O- exchange can only contribute incoherently and its effect is con- 

sequently much smaller. 

More precisely we consider here the VDM (Fig. la); Av(k,t) is explicitly 

given by 
2 
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V’ 
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Bv,,(k,t) being the scattering amplitude for ~‘p-Vp 6 ; in fact we are dealing only 

with 
> 

since the nuclear t dependence cuts off the large t contribution. 

If only Pomeranchon exchange is important, both p and o amplitudes are 

imaginary and the relative phase $ = C#I~ - ep = 0; if other exchanges play a role, 

then $I can possibly be # 0. 

3. Dv(s) is calculated in a straightforward way from the graph in Fig. lb: 
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where d is independent of V to the order of 1% and 
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Hence the spectrum is expressed by: 
2 
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We have used expression (5) to calculate the relative lepton pair yield; we 

have assumed V E V’ = p or o and treated the phase C#I between p and w ampli- 

tudes as a purely phenomenological parameter, although we have made attempts 

to include amplitudes where V # V’ and calculate $ in a Regge model. 7 

The following parameters have been used 

m p = 770 MeV ILlo = 783 MeV 

=P = 120 MeV L = 12 MeV 

aT(pp) = a,(wp) = 30 mb 

k = 3 GeV 

For the y-Vcouplings we have tried two solutions: 

f; = 9 f; exact SU( 3) ( 0 - $ mixing angle 

broken SU(3) 8 tane = 

Figure 2 shows a typical yield curve; the main feature is the narrow enhance- 

ment at the o mass coming from the interference between p and w amplitudes 

(at s=m z the two amplitudes are roughly in the ratio p:w = l:O. 7, and they 

interfere constructively). 

In order to get a realistic picture we have included the effect of an experi- 

mental resolution; the curves in Fig. 3 are the result of a folding between the 

yield curves and a Gaussian resolution function with Am = -I 15 MeV (similar to 

experiment (2) ) . Due to the poor experimental statistics, it is hopeless to fit 
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these curves to the data, but we ccan estimate the integrated 0 contamination to 

a pure p spectrum (Table I). 

The comparison between I’(p- Il”n-) measured in experiments 1, 2 and 

the value obtained with e’e- colliding beams’ (clean p signal) indicates that a 

large o contamination is unlikely; this supports the idea of a small y-w coupling 

as given by broken SU(3). 8. However at the present experimental stage, any attempt 

to settle quantitatively this problem is doomed to be inconclusive. 

The same approach can be applied to the following process occurring in photo- 

production: 

1. P-4 interference in J?+J!- decays. 

Since the r$ photoproduction amplitude is small, it has a non-negligible 

interference with the p amplitude. Using 

f2 
@ 

= 7f2p ,8 

the known photoproduction cross sections and assuming the validity of Eq. (1) away 

from the resonance, we estimate a 25% p interference in the C#I peak if they inter- 

fere constructively, which is a reasonable assumption. 

2. p-w interference in ~“y decays. 

This could provide in principle a way to measure I’(p - “y) but it is 

unlikely to be successful because (1) the background substraction under the o 

peak plays a major role and (2) r(w --ny) is only known to 10%. Nevertheless 

we predict a 10% effect if l?(p -7iy) = . 1 MeV; experimentally I’(p-+ny) is only 

known to be < .6 MeV, lo this value giving a 25% interference effect in no? 

photoproduction. 
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TABLE I 

o CONTAMINATION (IN ‘%) IN TOTAL LEPTON PAIRS YIELD 
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Fig. 1 

Feynman diagrams for V photoproduction in the VDM and V-Qa”l- . 
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Fig. 2 
Lepton pair yield from p and w photoproduction in function of mass. 
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Fig. 3 
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Effect of the experimental resolution in the lepton pair yield for different 

phases between p and o photoproduction amplitudes. (fi = 15 f$ 


